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1. Abstract
Dolly James, hereby referred to as the intern, enrolled in ENG450 Engineering Internship in
order to fulfil requirements the Bachelor of Engineering Degree at Murdoch University. The
intern was well suited to Geodynamics Limited (GDY) for her internship placement, as their
core business is well aligned with her interests in electrical power and renewable energy.
The intern has been employed within the power engineering group at GDY under the
supervision of power engineering manager, Peter Schmidt.
The two major roles exercised by the intern during her placement were as project manager
of sub-projects of the 1MW Power Plant (also referred to as the master project) and as
engineering support for the 1MW and 50MW Power Plants. The main objectives of these
roles are summarized below:
-

Project manager – to deliver projects ready for installation and commissioning
Engineering support – to resolve technical queries, to practice and review
engineering design and to develop internal documents and processes

Upon completion of her internship placement, projects managed by the intern were on
track to meet target delivery date in accordance with the master schedule and all technical
issues to date had been resolved and closed out.
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3. Glossary
AI

Analogue input

AO

Analogue output

AS

Australian Standard

AVR

Automatic voltage regulator

CGC

Co-generation control

DCS

Distributed control system

DG

Diesel generator

DI

Digital input

DO

Digital output

ECC

Electrical Certificate of Compliance

ENA

Energy Network Association

FCN

Field control node

GCP

Generator control panel

GDY

Geodynamics Limited

IEEE

Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

MPU Magnetic pickup unit
ORER Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator
PB

PB Power

REC

Renewable Energy Certificate

RTD

Resistive temperature device

STG

Steam turbogenerator
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4. Introduction
GDY is preparing to generate electricity from hot fractured rocks for the first time in
Australia. This will be achieved by utilising a closed-loop cycle which extracts heat from a
hot fractured rock system kilometres underground and delivers hot, high pressure water to
the surface. At the surface, a conventional exchanger within the power plant will convert
this energy into low pressure steam to run a turbogenerator.

4.1.

Location

Geodynamics head office is located in Brisbane in Queensland, Australia. The 1MW and
50MW power plants are to be located in the Cooper Basin region of northern South
Australia as demonstrated by Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cooper Basin region where Geodynamics’ 1MW and 50MW power plants are to be located (Source:
Geodynamics Limited)
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4.2.

1MW Power Plant

The first phase of the project is primarily for “proof of concept” of the energy resource.
Reinjection and production wells, Habenero 1 and 3 respectively, have been drilled to
depths of 4.2 km and have been designed to deliver water at 240°C to the surface. A 1.3MW
steam turbogenerator (STG) will then use the converted energy to generate power to supply
auxiliary loads on site and to the local community at Innamincka via a 12km transmission
line. The plant has been designed for a 5 year operating life and simplicity and reliability are
the core concepts of the power plant design.
The 1MW Power Plant is a major milestone for Geodynamics and delivery of the project on
time is paramount. Accomplishing projects to meet deadlines defined by the master project
schedule is a key focus of the work conducted by the Power Engineering Team and the
intern.

4.3.

50MW Power Plant

The second phase of the project is to engineer a 50MW power plant, corresponding
transmission line and procurement recommendations for major plant items to deliver to the
GDY board for approval of the project. This unit will again supply power to auxiliary loads on
site and to local industry via the transmission line. This 50MW plant is intended to be the
first of 10 x 50MW units which will form a 500MW geothermal farm and deliver power to
the national electricity market (NEM).
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5. Technology Brief
Geodynamics in collaboration with PB Power (PB) have developed a process from which
heat from hot fractured rocks can be converted into electricity. The 1MW Power Plant has
one reinjection well and one production well, named Habenero 1 and Habenero 3
respectively. As demonstrated by Figure 2, the well reaches depths of just over 4km where
hot fractured rock is in the means of 250°C. Water is circulated through the wells, fractured
rock and along an above ground pipeline from Habenero 1 to Habenero 3 via a 450kW
reinjection pump.

Figure 2: Hot Fractured Rock Energy Conversion Concept (Source: Geodynamics Limited)

At the surface, a four-stage heat exchanger converts energy from the high temperature,
high pressure geothermal brine to a secondary circulating water system. The circulating
water in the power plant passes through a two phase expander then single flash vessel from
which low pressure steam is delivered to the turbine.
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As will be discussed ahead, the turbogenerator is a second hand machine which was
previously operating on a 60Hz system. As maintaining the efficiency of the turbine was
paramount, the gearbox ratio of the system was instead modified in order to modify the
shaft speed for the generator to operate at 50Hz.
Figure 3 presents a preliminary issue of the 1MW Power Plant site layout. It can be seen that
the plant is made up of multiple major auxiliary loads, many of which are located outdoors.

Figure 3: IMW Power Plant Site Layout
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6. The Team
Below is a brief description of the project teams as seen by the intern at the start of her
placement. The relationship between GDY and contractors will also become more complex
as the project progresses. This progression of the project team represents the actual
progression of the project; with a new power engineering team and first project of its type
at GDY, project management processes often evolved with the project.

6.1.

1MW Power Plant

GDY engaged PB during the conceptual design phase of the 1MW Power Plant as their
design consultants for the project. GDY’s power engineering team has since evolved with
the project, with three other engineers starting within the same one month period as the
intern. The team reports to Peter Schmidt, power engineering manager. Adjacent to the
power engineering team is the project management team from which Tatsuya Miyakawa
manages the 1MW project.

Figure 4: Geodynamics Limited 1MW Power Plant organizational structure

Figure 4 demonstrates the initial contractual relationship between GDY and PB.
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6.2.

50MW Power Plant

PB was again awarded the contract for engineering design of the 50MW Power Plant. GDY
provided the intern with an opportunity to work in collaboration with PB in some of the
electrical design work. This involved the intern working at the PB office in Brisbane for up to
four days per week whilst also retaining her responsibilities for the 1MW Power Plant
project.
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7. Environment
The Innamincka 1MW Power Plant is located in the Cooper Basin region which is a desert
environment, notorious for high ambient temperatures and dust storms. In addition to
these conditions, insect infestations and bird and other wild animal attacks on existing plant
have also been observed.

Figure 5: Innamincka Site Conditions (Source: Geodynamics Limited)
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These harsh conditions have been a consistent issue throughout the plant design and
procurement of equipment. The turbine hall where the 400V switchboard, battery banks
and chargers, generator control panel and steam turbogenerator (amongst other items) are
to be located, is naturally ventilated via air louvers and has no specialized means for dust
suppression and no air conditioning. Therefore equipment exposed to the elements of the
environment must be selected to withstand such conditions.

Figure 6: View of pipeline from Habenero 1 to Habenero 3

Figure 7: Dust storm passing through Habenero 1
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8. 1MW Power Plant
8.1.

Generator Refurbishment

8.1.1.

Purpose

Typical procurement issues of major plant items such as generators include long lead times
and high capital costs. Before these issues can even be addressed, the interest of a potential
vendor must be gained. In today’s market in the power generation industry where demand
typically exceeds supply, gaining the interest of a vendor to supply a small steam
turbogenerator such as a 1MW unit would be difficult. Fortunately, GDY was able to procure
a second hand turbogenerator which matched their technical requirements and mitigated
both long lead time and high capital cost.
The 3375kVA, 4160V, 60Hz turbogenerator was sourced from the Cayman Island Power
Station. The machine had been out of service for 6 years following a monsoon which
destroyed critical elements of the former power system. Prior to purchasing the machine,
an insulation resistance test was performed on the stator windings providing satisfactory
results. The extent of water damage and consequent corrosion as a result of the monsoon is
not known and therefore the integrity of the machine’s insulation remained an issue.
At the outset of the intern’s placement at GDY, the generator and turbine had been
delivered to their respective workshops for refurbishment. The intern was given the role of
project manager for the generator refurbishment whilst also providing engineering support.
Dowding and Mills (D&M), located in the Brisbane metropolitan area, were awarded the
contract for the generator refurbishment. The objective of the project was to have the
generator ready for installation and commissioning on site and to do so in alignment with
the master project schedule.
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8.1.2.

Methodology

Little information was provided with the generator with the exception of the manufacturer’s
manual and a high level scope of works for the overhaul. In order to ensure that the
overhaul would adequately prepare the generator ready for commissioning, the intern was
required to prepare a detailed scope of works for reference for both Dowding and Mills
(D&M) and GDY. This scope of works evolved over the life of the project due to other
evolving issues in the master project and as the intern’s knowledge of the machine
developed.

8.1.3.
8.1.3.1.

Issues
DUST INGRESS

Once on site, the steam turbogenerator is to be located in a turbine hall which is anticipated
to be a dusty environment with high ambient temperatures. This is undesirable because it is
likely to cause contamination of internal parts of the generator as dust can ingress through
the air vents on the machine which have been provided for the air cooling system. The
intern was required to investigate this issue, including consultation with D&M, to develop a
solution to ensure reliable operation of the generator.
After further investigation of possible mitigation methods including (i) fitting filters to the air
dust or (ii) installing a fan to the generator casing to pressurize the enclosure, it was decided
that these would not be suitable as they would jeopardize the air flow required for
generator cooling and the integrity of the enclosure. The intern conducted a site visit in
August 2008 where she inspected the diesel generator (DG) currently servicing the closed
loop system at the Habenero 1. The DG cooling air ducts were clean due to the high velocity
and high volume of air passing through. Other areas of the machine where rapid air flow
was not evident however displayed significant build up of dust.
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Figure 8: Diesel generator at Habenero 1. No dust build up is visible on the air duct.

Following these observations the intern concluded that the buildup of dust in the generator,
as a result of the air cooling system, would not be significant due to the high velocity and
high volume of air passing through the generator. This however would only be valid if the air
cooling system was in service; hence if the generator was online. The intern therefore made
recommendations for covers to be fitted to the air ducts whilst the machine was not in
service. The task has been written into both the plant’s Asset Management Plan and
Operational Procedures.
8.1.3.2.

SURGE ARRESTORS

Two sacrificial surge arrestors are installed on the shaft of the generator to protect the
rectifier circuit (for rotor excitation) from external surges. These items were in poor
conditions and needed replacement. The generator was manufactured by Peter
Brotherhood in the UK in 1990 and therefore the surge arrestors were difficult items to
procure. The intern did not find any evidence of these items in stock from any supplier and
therefore required for the items to be manufactured by Peter Brotherhood, the lead time of
which was in excess of 16 weeks. This exceeded the set dispatch date of the generator.
The objective of the generator refurbishment was to have the machine ready for
commissioning. Due to the long delivery time of the sacrificial surge arrestors they would
have to be fitted on site to avoid delays in the project. This was unfortunate as it meant
that further work was required on the generator onsite. This has been partly mitigated by
the intern by notifying relevant contractors about work to be done and making preparations
for the transport and installation of parts on site.
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Figure 9: Sacrificial surge arrestors on STG

8.1.3.3.

MAINS TERMINAL BOX

An important task which the intern had not identified until a few weeks into the generator
overhaul was a parts inventory. Upon visiting the workshop where the turbine was being
refurbished, the intern found the mains terminal box belonging to the generator. This
“surprise” led the intern to take immediate action and conduct an inventory for all
components of the generator. (Please note: an inventory for all instruments on the
generator and turbine had already began and will be discussed ahead).
The intern used the Generator General Arrangement and P&ID’s (Appendix F), sourced from
the generator manual for reference of parts on the machine. The intern conducted the
inventory and was able to identify all major parts and junction boxes. Electrical conduits
however could not be easily identified as the machine had not been reassembled and no
piping diagrams were available. From visual inspection however, conduit looked to be in
poor condition and there was no evidence of the conduit interconnecting from generator to
the turbine.
Some of the electrical conduit on the machine still remaining unaccounted for. The intern
therefore decided to make provisions for the conduit to be replaced on site. To make this
task simpler for contractors involved in the installation, the intern re-designed some of the
conduit installations by moving a junction box from the turbine to the generator. By
installing this junction box on the generator, it allowed for the majority of conduits to be
installed at the workshop and for a simple route to interconnect the generator and turbine
to be installed on site.
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8.1.4.

Outcomes

Please refer to Appendix A for the scope of works prepared by the intern. All tasks were
completed and satisfied requirements except for those mentioned in the preceding and
proceeding text. Some of the major tasks associated with the overhaul have been
elaborated further below.
Review quote for overhaul and issue purchase order: The quote was assessed by the intern
and the purchase order issued to the contractor.
Clean and dry generator: The generator was inspected by the intern upon arrival at the
workshop and was aesthetically in very bad condition. Another inspection after the machine
was steam cleaned and then oven dried saw a dramatic improvement in the visual condition
of the machine.
Electrical tests: The intern supervised electrical tests performed by D&M to confirm the
validity of results. All tests were conducted in accordance with appropriate IEEE (Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers) standards. A summary of some of these tests has been
provided by Table 1.
Test

Purpose

Result

Winding
Resistance
(Stator & Rotor
windings)

To detect shorted turns, bad connections, wrong connections,
and open circuits.

Pass

Polarisation
Index/DC Curve
(Stator & Rotor
windings)

To determine condition of insulation with reference to leakage
current. Insulation resistance is measured after two time
intervals and the polarisation index is calculated. When DC is
applied over several voltages, we can learn if there is a voltage
where leakage is too great.

Pass

𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 =

Tan Delta
(Stator winding)

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 1 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒
𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 10 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠

This AC test demonstrates the ability of slot insulation to act as a Pass
capacitor. Once a characteristic curve has been developed from
taking the test at several voltages, a judging criterion is used to
determine the condition of the insulation.
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Surge
Comparison
Testing (Stator
& Rotor
winding)

An identical voltage surge is passed through two circuits and the
decaying wave pattern viewed. Any variation in the resultant
wave indicates a fault.

Pass

Core ring flux
test

A live conductor is wrapped around the stator to energize the
stator windings. A thermal gun is then scanned across the
machine to detect if any hot spots are evident.

Pass

Table 1: Electrical tests conducted on the generator

Mechanical works: Bearings were found in to be in good condition and all other mechanical
checks were satisfactory.
Paintworks and preparation for transit: Painting procedures and MSDS were assessed by the
intern and paintworks approved.
The Generator Opening Report prepared by Dowding and Mills has been provided in
Appendix H.

8.1.5.

Extensions

Generator works have now been completed with the exception of instrumentation
installation and calibration and associated electrical wiring. Once this has been finalized, the
intern will conduct a final inspection before the machine is transported to site for
installation and commissioning.
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8.2. Generator Control Package
8.2.1.

Purpose

As mentioned in the generator refurbishment description, the steam turbogenerator
purchased by GDY had been put out of service following a monsoon which destroyed critical
elements of the Cayman Island Power Station. The extent of the water damage was not
documented however it was drastic enough to have destroyed all generator control
systems. The generator control system consists of:






Governor controller
Automatic voltage regulator (AVR)
Co-generator control
Temperature protection system
Vibration protection system

In addition to the items required for the STG, the diesel generator (DG) also required a
means for co-generation control as its existing control system did not have capabilities for
synchronisation or for parallel operation. For technical specifications of the DG, please refer
to Appendix B.
GDY had originally intended to nominate these items to be procured and installed as part of
the plant’s electrical design and installation contract. The intern, in collaboration with a
representative from PB, was given the task of selecting these items. The selection criteria
developed by the intern evaluated items on their reliability, locality of supply and after sales
support and cost.
Whilst investigating potential vendors, the intern made a recommendation to GDY to
change the procurement strategy of these items and to instead have all items supplied by
Dawson Engineering as part of an engineering design package. This strategy was approved
as Dawson Engineering (Dawson’s) satisfied all the intern’s selection criteria and because
the strategy also reduced the number of vendors required to interface with GDY and their
electrical contractor. The intern was then made responsible as project manager for the
contract whilst also providing engineering support.
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8.2.2.

Methodology

Develop specification: The first task the intern was required to do was to develop a
specification for the scope of works from Dawson’s. An extract from the specification has
been provided in Appendix C.
Negotiate contract: The intern reviewed the offer from Dawson’s and made
recommendations for changes where required and also sought technical advice from PB.
The intern’s manager reviewed and then approved the offer.
Nominate temperature and vibration protection system: Due to the relatively short design
life of the project, GDY sought temperature and vibration protection, but not monitoring,
for the STG. As these items were not manufactured by Dawson’s, the intern began
investigating a system which could provide this protection. A series of Allan Bradley modules
were selected by the intern, approved by PB and then implemented by Dawson’s.
Resolve technical queries: Once Dawson’s began the engineering design of the generator
control panel (GCP), many technical queries were raised and issued to the intern. These
queries could generally be classified in the following categories; technical data for other
plant equipment, functional philosophy of the plant or interface issues with other
contractors.
Being the only electrical engineer at GDY at the time, the intern was required to provide
engineering support to resolve these technical queries. In many cases technical data for
existing equipment was not well documented so the intern had to contract manufacturers
directly. This proved a challenging task as some manufacturers’ were not forthcoming with
information if they were not making a sale.
Another challenging aspect of resolving technical issues was the fast response time
required. This was challenging because the intern was not familiar with many of the issues
raised and therefore had to research the subject and source the required information in
order to resolve the query. Further delays were also introduced when this process required
the intern to interface with other contractors. The intern mitigated such delays by
contacting all relevant parties daily when there were outstanding issues and meeting
regularly. By facilitating meetings with contractors, often inviting other contractors and GDY
personnel, the intern built a repour with contractors and was also able to better address
and resolve problems with interfacing contracts.
Review design: Project deliverables from contractors involved two major tasks from the
intern; ensuring that they were submitted to GDY on schedule and reviewing them for
approval. The first involved continually assessing the deliverable schedule and prioritizing
items as required by the ever evolving master schedule.
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Implementing contract variations: Often technical queries and design review resulted in the
need for variations to be made to the contract. In order for these to be actioned by
Dawson’s, the intern needed to identify the issue, specify the changes required, request a
quote from Dawson’s and finally justify the variation to her management in order for the
variation to be approved and purchase order issued.

8.2.3.

Outcomes

The intern has summarized the generator control panel below based from documentation
received from Dawson Engineering. Design of major system components has been approved
and meets technical specifications.
In lieu of the decision to retain the existing TG13E actuator on the STG, governing control
has been provided by a Si-TEC CGC (Turbo-Generator type) unit for the STG and a Si-TEC
CGC (diesel-generator type) unit for the existing DG. The CGC for the STG outputs a 0 – 200
mA signal that will interface directly to the existing Woodward TG13E actuator. As the
TG13E has no position feedback signal, the CGC will operate in open loop control.
The CGC output for the DG is one of which is typical for this type of engine. The existing
magnetic pickup unit (MPU) mounting for the DG and STG will be retained. New free-issued
MPU’s and cable looms will be supplied for both the DG and STG and will each be wired to a
MPU Expanders to allow the speed sensing signal to be split. This will allow connection to
the Si-TEC CGC for speed governing control and to the Opal module for machine over speed
protection.
The Opal annunciator module provides a means of remotely displaying the generator
parameters. In this installation one Opal will be supplied for each of the generators. The
Opal units will be mounted on the door of the new generator control panel. In addition to
displaying the parameters, and as mentioned previously, the Opal unit also provides
independent over speed protection for the generators. It should be noted that the Opal unit
over speed protection output relay is an electrical over speed protection; however a
mechanical over speed protection will also be retained as a final backup protection.
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The existing STG voltage regulation equipment will be replaced with a Basler Electric DECS
200 AVR. The DECS 200 AVR is supplied with a panel mounting kit allowing for the DECS 200
to be mounted onto the panel door. The other equipment associated with the excitation
equipment will be mounted inside the panel. These items include relays, contactors,
resistors and rectifiers.
The existing DG AVR will be retained and although it is not mounted in the new control
panel, an analogue bias signal from the Si-TEC CGC will be connected to the unit.
A schematic demonstrating the relationship between generator control systems has been
provided by Figure 10: Si-TEC Xtend CGC used for parallel application courtesy of Dawson
Engineering.

Figure 10: Si-TEC Xtend CGC used for parallel application (Source: Dawson Technology)

Temperature protection for 28 RTD’s installed on the STG will be provided by Dawson’s SiTEC Xtend Temperature Scanner. This is unit is API670 compliant and will be installed in the
GCP and wired to the turbine trip coil. The remaining 6 RTD’s which measure stator winding
temperature for asset protection will be wired to an additional relay on the MiCOM P343
generator protection relay to provide temperature protection. This generator protection
relay will be installed in the GCP due to space restrictions in the 400V switchboard.
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Vibration protection for 16 proximity probes and 1 axial displacement has been provided by
3 x Allan Bradley XM161 and 1 x Allan Bradley XM320 modules respectively. An XM440
module is required to master these modules and will be wired directly to the turbine trip
coil. An XM500 has also been provided to enable communication from the vibration
protection system to provide an Ethernet gateway to the distributed control system (DCS).
Manufacturer’s product data for these modules has been provided in Appendix I.

8.2.4.

Extensions

Once minor outstanding contract variations have been finalized, the intern will witness
factory acceptance tests and the GCP will be transport to site for installation and
commission.

8.3. STG Instrumentation
8.3.1.

Purpose

The intern has made frequent visits to the turbine workshops with the Turbine
Refurbishment Project Manager to provide engineering support. Upon one of the visits, the
intern noted the lack of servicing of the instrumentation. The intern was then given the role
of managing the testing and calibration of all instrumentation on the turbine and in addition
to the work she had undertaken for the generator instrumentation.

8.3.2.

Methodology

The first task the intern pursued was to identify all instruments. This task proved to be more
difficult than originally anticipated as parts that were disassembled from the machine were
difficult to recognise and many instruments had poor or missing labelling. The intern took
action by developing a list of instrumentation on the STG from documentation and P&ID’s
from the generator and turbine manuals. This list was then issued to workshop serviceman
to populate to determine if the instruments had been identified and what condition they
were in. This list was then cross-checked by both the intern and the Turbine Refurbishment
Project Manager. The STG instrumentation list developed by the intern has been provided in
Appendix D to demonstrate the amount of instruments and associated complexity of the
job.
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Figure 11: Steam turbine at the workshop during refurbishment

Once the list was compiled and missing instruments identified, the intern researched
instrument service providers and engaged Sigma Energy to test and calibrate proximity
probes and Yokogawa Service Centre to test, calibrate and procure remaining instruments.
The intern has also began making provisions for preparing an instrumentation manual for
the STG. The intern has identified this as an important task as inconsistent and missing
information caused many delays in recent refurbishment works. The intern has begun to
populate the manual with existing manufacturer’s product data, test reports and P&IDs.
Upon completion of instrumentation works, the intern will be able to finalize
instrumentation list and populate manual with new product data and most recent test
reports.
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8.3.3.
8.3.3.1.

Outcomes
Proximity probes

Proximity probes on the STG have been tested by Sigma and half were found to be faulty.
The intern had been quoted lead times in excess of 6 weeks to replace the proximity probes
which was very undesirable as delivery at such time closely approached the scheduled
dispatch date of the machines. In attempting to mitigate this problem, the intern contacted
multiple vendors and sourced multiple manfucturers to replace the faulty instruments.
Finally, a quote was provided for delivery of the instruments in just 3 weeks.
Approaching the delivery date of these instruments however the intern was informed that
the items had been delayed and would be another 3 weeks until delivered. With preference
to have these installed at the workshop, the intern had to re-schedule the work program in
order to cater for this later delivery without causing delays to the projects. This meant that
the machines had to be re-assembled for painting and then dismantled again for the new
proximity probes to be installed.
Installation of the instruments has been scheduled and machines are on target to meet
target dispatch dates.
8.3.3.2.

RTDs

Identification of all RTDs on the STG proved to be a challenging task due to conflicting
information on the manual’s instrumentation list, P&IDs and instruments test reports. P&IDs
from the manual have been provided in Appendix F. The intern noticed the following
differences in the available documentation:





the manual’s instrumentation list had identified some instruments as thermocouples
when in fact they were all RTDs
the manual’s instrumentation list had not specified the quantity of instruments for
each parameter
the P&IDs indicated multiple instruments at each parameter
test reports for only one instrument per parameter were available which suggested
that there were not multiple instruments at each parameter

When the intern was developing the STG instrumentation lists, she had to physically count
all RTDs on the machine in order to ensure the accuracy of the lists. All RTDs have now been
accounted for and have passed testing.
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8.3.3.3.

Other instruments

As demonstrated in the instrumentation list provided in Appendix D, some of the
instruments were missing upon the machine’s arrival at the workshop. Testing of all other
available instruments has been conducted and all have now been calibrated with the
exception of a differential pressure switch and a pressure transmitter which need to be
replaced. These items are currently being procured by Yokogawa and whilst the lead time is
not yet confirmed, it is anticipated to be later than the scheduled dispatch date of the
machines. The intern has therefore begun preparations for the instruments to be installed
on site. These preparations include arranging transport of the instruments to site and
notifying the electrical contractor of installation requirements.

8.4. Transmission Line
8.4.1.

Purpose

A transmission line specification was prepared by PB in order to find a contractor to design,
construct, operate and maintain an 11kV distribution line which will export power from the
power station to the local township of Innamincka via the 12km road. The specification was
prepared and put to tender before the intern commenced at GDY. The intern provided
engineering support during tender evaluations, was owners representative for technical
queries once a contractor was engaged and provided engineering support for design review.
Cowell Electric were awarded the transmission line contract. Once they had been selected,
the 1MW Project Manager also requested the Intern to prepare an additional scope of
works to be included in the transmission line contract. This scope was for works at the
customer end of the transmission line to ensure that electrical installations were safe and to
ensure that protection was installed to prevent any distributed generation from the
township from being exported to the transmission line.

8.4.2.

Methodology

The transmission line contract was a high capital project and therefore followed a formal
tender evaluation process. A team of six GDY representatives attended a meeting to open
and provide initial assessment of the offers. The Intern’s role throughout this process was to
provide technical evaluation of the tender offers. A representative from PB was also
involved in the technical evaluation a provided much appreciated guidance to the Intern’s
queries. The Intern thoroughly analyzed all tender offers and made recommendations to the
tender evaluation team.
Technical queries raised by Cowell Electric (Cowell) were distributed by the 1MW Project
Manager to the Intern. For queries which the Intern felt she did not have sufficient
experience to handle, she liaised with PB in order to provide a response to Cowell.
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The intern often referenced technical standards for informative and regulatory purposes.
Such standards included:






ETSA TS-107 Overhead Line Design Standard for Transmission and Distribution
Systems
ETSA TS-103 General Standard for Connection to the Electricity Network
Western Power Technical Rules
National Electricity Rules
Australian Standard AS 3000-2007 Wiring Rules

8.4.3.

Outcomes

The intern provided comments on technical elements of the tender offers and also made a
recommendation for changes to the interface where the transmission line enters the power
station. The Intern’s formal submission to the tender evaluation team could not be
published due to commercial confidentiality.
In response to request made by the 1MW Project Manager, the Intern prepared the
following which then established Part C of the transmission line specification.
Prior to commissioning of the Innamincka transmission line, an Electrical Certificate of
Compliance (ECC) must be obtained for each installation within the Innamincka township
which is to be connected either directly or indirectly to the Innamincka transmission line.
Consultation by others, June 2008, has indicated non-uniform compliance with AS 30002007 Wiring Rules throughout the township. Inspection of each installation is required and
ECC issued where appropriate. For those installations which fail to comply, electrical works
including but not limited to design, modification, supply of equipment and installation shall
be completed by the contractor to ensure that ECC can be issued.

8.4.3.1.

POWER SUPPLY SWITCHING AND PROCEDURES

A manual interlocked changeover switch system is to be installed at the customers’ main
switchboard. The objective of the system is to isolate distributed generation from the
Innamincka transmission line at all times whilst allowing customers to manually switch
between local generation and the transmission line network. Protection shall be provided to
ensure that safety of all users, the transmission line and the customer installations will not
be compromised at any given time. The contractor shall be responsible for the design,
modification, supply of equipment and installation of the system. The contractor shall also
provide operation manuals and any training required for the customer to operate the
system.
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8.4.3.2.

INTERFACE POINTS

The interface points for Part C of the contractor executed works are summarized in the table
below.
Item

Interface description

Interface point location

1

Customer interface

Output terminals of the customer service
meter panel

2

ECC interface

Interface point to be determined by
requirements of ECC

Table 2: Customer interface points

The ECC interface is to be defined by the contractor, subject to GDY approval, and is to be
determined by the requirements of the ECC.

8.4.4.

Extensions

Once the preliminary design of the line has been submitted, the intern and the recently
appointed senior electrical engineer at GDY will begin the design review.

8.5. Transformers
8.5.1.

Purpose

The steam turbogenerator produces power at 3.3kV and therefore requires a transformer to
step up the voltage to 11kV for transmission and to step down to 400V for the power station
auxiliary loads and other services on site. A transformer specification was prepared by PB
for the supply of these items and was reviewed and released for tender before the Interns
involvement at GDY.

8.5.2.

Methodology

Tender offers were submitted to GDY, each with varying cost and technical attributes. The
intern was responsible for the technical review of the offers, and engaged John Mackay
from PB for assistance.
An example of a technical query raised by one of the suppliers was with regards to the
insulation class defined by GDY’s transformer specification. The intern investigated the issue
and found that in fact there was an error in the specification. The remaining suppliers were
then informed and the specification corrected.
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The intern referenced the following Australian Standards for informative and regulatory
purposed throughout this process:



AS 2374.1-8 Power Transformers Series
AS 60076.1-11 Power Transformers Series

8.5.3.

Outcomes

Following tender evaluations, GDY elected the Wilson Transformer Company (Wilsons) for
the contract as they best met the performance criteria which merited short lead times and
quality assurance. No technical queries were raised once the purchase order was issued to
Wilsons and the transformers have now arrived on site.

8.6. Electrical Design
8.6.1.

Purpose

The electrical services specification has been prepared for tender to find a contractor to
design, supply and install electrical works of the power plant and hence is often referred to
by multiple names such as the electrical design contractor and the electrical contractor. The
scope of works for this contract includes supply and installation of items of plant such as
circuit breakers, switchboards, DC equipment, uninterruptible power supply (UPS), the plant
protection system and all remaining electrical design. In addition, works include the
installation of the generator step up and step down transformers supplied by GDY.
The intern’s role was to understand the electrical components of the power plant so that
she could review the specification developed by PB. As this process took place, the intern
was able to identify gaps in the scope which required her to collaborate with PB to further
develop some areas of the specification.

8.6.2.

Methodology

Reviewing specifications required a thorough understanding of the design of the power
plant, a keen eye for detail and critical thinking. In order to gain an understanding of the
plant and interconnected systems within the plant the intern read all relevant internal
resources and asked many questions. Particularly being new to the organization, the Intern’s
understanding of the plant grew rapidly over the first weeks. Therefore throughout the
specification revision period, the intern revisited the specification daily as she found each
day she had gained a better understanding of the plant, and hence could provide better
analysis of the specification.
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8.6.3.

Outcome

An electrical contractor has now been engaged for detailed design and installation of
electrical services throughout the power plant. The intern has had constant contact with the
contractor due to technical queries and interfacing issues with other contractors.

8.7. Distributed Control System
8.7.1.

Purpose

The control system specification was prepared to find a contractor to supply and
commission a distributed control system (DCS) for the power plant. The DCS will be utilized
for some control and monitoring purposes and can be accessed both locally and remotely.
The specification was prepared and put to tender before the Intern commenced at GDY.
Tender offers were submitted to GDY and then reviewed by the Intern. The Intern’s role
throughout the tender evaluation was to provide engineering support. The Intern sent some
queries back to the contractors requesting more information on some issues such as the
timing of deliverables, schedule of rates and their software interfacing. Once feedback was
received, equal information was available for each tender offer and a fair comparison could
be made. Following recommendations made by PB, the Intern and the tender evaluation
team, GDY negotiated the final contract and elected Yokogawa Australia.
The Intern was then made responsible as GDY’s project manager for the DCS project whilst
also providing engineering support.

8.7.2.
8.7.2.1.

Methodology
Tender evaluation

In order to evaluate the tender offers, the intern established an evaluation criterion, as
demonstrated by Table 3, and analyzed each of the offers. She also requested for PB to
conduct an independent review as they had expertise in the field of control systems. Both of
these evaluations identified a preference and a recommendation was presented to
management. Following this, an order placed with Yokogawa Australia via GDY’s
procurement department.
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Criteria

Weighting

After sales support
Price
Timeframes
Warranty
Tender compliance

20%
25%
5%
10%
40%
100%

Tenderer
Rating Weighted
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
0-5
100%

Table 3: DCS tender evaluation criterion

8.7.2.2.

Project management and engineering support

Project management and engineering support provided by the intern for the DCS project
followed a similar methodology to the GCP project.
Prepare IO list: An input/output list consists of digital inputs (DI), digital outputs (DO),
analogue inputs (AI) and analogue outputs (AO) and descriptive information included tag
names, locations and signal type. A preliminary IO count was provided with the control
system specification however this was constructed before final P&IDs were available. The
intern was therefore required to develop a current IO list.
Resolve technical queries: Yokogawa’s engineering design consisted of two major phases;
hardware design then software design. Once the design phases began, many technical
queries were raised and issued to the Intern. These queries could generally be classified in
the following categories; queries relating to hardware, queries relating to software design,
inputs and outputs, functional philosophy of the plant, interface issues with other
contractors or IT requirements.
Being the only electrical engineer at GDY at the time, the Intern was required to provide
engineering support to resolve these technical queries. This involved liaising with the
following internal parties:





Power Engineering Team,
1MW Project Manager
IT department
Site operators

And the following external parties:



Electrical contractor
Dawson Engineering

Again, another challenging aspect of resolving technical issues was the fast response time
required and associated issues as mentioned in 1.1.1.
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Review design: Project deliverables from contractors involved two major tasks from the
Intern; ensuring that they were submitted on schedule and reviewing them for approval.
Implementing contract variations: Often technical queries, design review or proposed
operational changes resulted in the need for variations to be made to the DCS contract. In
order for these variations to be actioned by Yokogawa, the Intern was required to identify
the issue, specify the changes required, request a quote from Yokogawa and finally justify
the variation to her management in order for the variation to be approved and purchase
order issued.

8.7.3.

Outcomes

The IO list prepared by the Intern and reviewed by PB and GDY’s senior mechanical engineer
can be viewed in Appendix G. The current list prepared by the intern had an IO count
approximately double that of the original IO in the control system specification. This has led
to significant variation to the contract in order to cater for increased hardware and labour
requirements.
The DCS supplied by Yokogawa consists is Stardom NCS System in conjunction with a
Fast/Tools SCADA System. Field instruments can be hardwired directly to the Stardom field
control nodes (FCN) or via Ethernet to serial inputs. Internal to the FCN is the Stardom
autonomous controller which has independent control functions including sequence and
loop control, alarm monitoring and data storage.
Serial inputs to the DCS include links from the GCP, existing closed loop system controls and
the electrical protection system.
Finally an industrial personal computer (PC), again installed in the DCS cabinet, houses the
Fast/Tools SCADA software and cabinet mounted touchscreen for display. Ethernet switches
have been provided to link the DCS to the communications unit on site where satellite
communications are available.
The cabinet housing the DCS components will be installed in an air-conditioned office
adjacent to the turbine hall. In addition to the touchscreen, two operator stations will be
available in the office for power station control and monitoring. In addition, remote access
licences can be used to access the DCS from the Brisbane office or from a handheld PC on
site. Wireless access points have been provided so that the handheld PC can be used
throughout the power plant and from staff camp at Habenero 3.
A basic schematic of the distributed control system has been provided by Figure 12.
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Figure 12: Schematic of 1MW Power Plant distributed control system (Source: Yokogawa Australia)

8.7.4.

Extensions

The intern is currently reviewing engineering design submitted by Yokogawa and the project
is on track to meet target dispatch date in accordance with the master schedule. Future
work includes witnessing factory acceptance tests, installation of the DCS on site and then
commissioning.

8.8. Renewable Energy Certificates
8.8.1.

Purpose

Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs) are an initiative developed by the Australian
Government to encourage and award renewable energy generation. For every exported
MWh which has been generated by an eligible renewable energy resource, a REC can
created. These RECs can then be sold and have a typical market value of $30 - $40.
The intern identified the opportunity for GDY to generate RECs from power exported from
the 1MW Power Plant to Innamincka. The intern was then given the task of identifying and
implementing means necessary to achieve this.
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8.8.2.

Methodology

The first task undertaken by the intern was a feasibility assessment. A site inspection report
developed by ETSA Utilities estimated 1200 – 1500 MWh consumption at the Innamincka
township per annum. (This has not catered for load growth however baseline exports are
sufficient for feasibility purposes). Therefore if RECs are retailing at $30 each, GDY could
expect to earn $30 * 1200 = $36 000 from exported power per year. With metering devices
estimated to retail at less than $10 000 per unit, the intern determined that the project was
feasible.
The next task initiated by the intern was to identify the requirements and processes
required to generator RECs. The Office of the Renewable Energy Regulator (ORER) website
was the first point of contact which directed the Intern to the relevant resources, these
being:




National Electricity Rules
Renewable Energy Electricity Act 2000
Renewable Energy (Electricity) Regulations 2001

In order to implement the generation of RECs, the intern identified that she needed to (i)
specify the location and hardware requirements for a compliant metering system to be
procured and installed by GDY’s electrical contractor, (ii) submit an application to the ORER
for accreditation of the power station and (iii) develop an internal processes for GDY to
trade RECs.

8.8.3.

Outcomes

The intern identified that Type 3 class metering was required and developed an installation
proposal. The Intern then marked up the 1MW Power Plant Single Line Diagram (Appendix J)
with the metering proposal and added the following text to the plants electrical design
specification:
The electrical contractor is to provide and install a metering system sufficient for the
generation of Renewable Energy Certificates in accordance with National Electricity Rules,
Renewable Energy Electricity Act 2000, Renewable Energy (Electricity) Regulations 2001 and
relevant South Australian authorities. This includes any works which may be required on the
HV side of the step up transformer and which may require the contractor to coordinate with
transmission line and other contractors. Geodynamics has been advised that the estimated
electrical energy consumption at Innamincka is 1200 – 1500 MWh per annum and therefore
requires a Type 3 metering installation at the power plant in accordance with Chapter 7,
National Electricity Rules.
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Once electrical design had begun, the metering proposal was implemented on a preliminary
issue of the single line diagram by the electrical design contractor and could be issued by
the intern to ORER for comment prior to submission of the formal application for
accreditation of the power station. An excerpt of proposal issued to the ORER has been
provided below.
8.8.3.1.

REC metering proposal

Geodynamics intends to submit an Application for Accreditation of a Power Station for the
Innamincka 1MW Power Plant. A hot fractured rock system will deliver steam to a 1.3MW
steam turbogenerator (hereby referred to as STG) to provide renewable energy to power
plant auxiliary loads and to a nearby township. A 12km distribution line will deliver power to
the township only and will not be connected to any existing power network.
Normal operating conditions:






An 800kVA diesel generator (hereby referred to as DG) will provide power to
auxiliary loads during start up
3.3kV CB (circuit breaker), which exports power to 3.3/11kV transformer, is
interlocked to the STG CB. The 3.3kV CB will not open until the STG is synchronised
and STG CB closed. The 3.3kV CB will trip when the STG GCB trips.
Once the STG is online, the DG will ramp down and come offline.
Under normal operating conditions, the STG will run continuously.

Rated loads:





Max. auxiliary loads: 948kVA
Diesel generator output = 800kVA
Steam turbogenerator output = 1.3MW
Current Innamincka distribution load = 345kW

Metering proposal:
Type 3 VT and CT at 3.3kV bus before 3.3/11kV transformer (please refer to single line
diagram attached) will meter for renewable energy certificates. Geodynamics preference is
to have a RECs metering system isolated from other plant control systems; therefore the
meter will be manually read and reported at required intervals. This metering proposal
implies that DG contribution to power exports during load transfer period will not be
accounted for. Geodynamics believes that the DG contribution to total power generated for
exports will not be significant due to the small magnitude of contribution, small time period
of such contribution and small number anticipated start ups for which this contribution will
occur.
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8.8.4.

Extensions

The intern is currently waiting for feedback from ORER. Pending approval of the metering
proposal, the intern will prepare and submit a formal Application for Accreditation of a
Power Station. In the meantime, the intern will be developing internal GDY processes for
the recording, claiming and trading of RECs.

8.9. Earth Grid
8.9.1.

Purpose

Whilst GDY had developed a conceptual design of the 1MW Power Plant earth grid, this was
done before an accurate site layout was available and therefore required revision. This
involved extending the conceptual design to encompass the current site layout, reviewing
conductor selections and finally testing the design for step/touch potentials. The intern
collaborated with Thomas Atkins, PB Power, for the redesign and also provided engineering
support to the 1MW Project Manager when technical queries were raised during
installation.

8.9.2.

Methodology

Having no prior experience in design of an earthing system, the intern referenced the
following standards:







ENA EG1-2006 Substation Earthing Guide
IEEE Std 80-2000 Guide for Safety in AC Substation Grounding
IEEE Std 81-1983 Guide for Measuring Earth Resistivity, Ground Impedance and Earth
Surface Potentials of a Ground System
IEEE Std 142-1991 Recommended Practice for Grounding of Industrial and
Commercial Power Systems
AS 1882-2002 Earth and bonding clamps
IEEE Std 837-2002 Standard for Qualifying Permanent Connections Used in
Substation Grounding

The intern marked up conductor routes and earth tails on the latest revision of the site
layout by referencing the conceptual design of earth grid for the previous site layout. The
new earth grid design was then reviewed by PB and tested for step/touch potentials.
Technical queries raised by contractors installing the earth grid required the intern to review
electrical connections specified in the earth grid design. The intern prepared a written
response to the queries which was issued to the 1MW Project Manager.
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8.9.3.

Outcomes

The 1MW Power Plant earth grid satisfied design requirements and is currently under
construction.

9. 50MW Power Plant
The intern had been scheduled to spend up to four days per week working on the 50MW
Power Plant with PB from September 2008. The was achieved for approximately 4 weeks
until such time that her workload for the 1MW Power Plant significantly ramped up causing
her to re-prioritize her duties and focus her time on the 1MW Power Plant. This did not
affect work toward the 50MW project as PB had sufficient resources to continue.

9.1. Lightning Risk Assessment
9.1.1.

Purpose

When the intern began her placement the design of the 50MW Power Plant layout and
structure was still at conceptual stages. The intern was asked to conduct a lightning risk
assessment based on current assumptions to assess the risk and judge if significant design
changes should be made to the structure to reduce the risk of lightning strikes.

9.1.2.

Methodology

The intern used current conceptual design layout drawings to estimate the size of the
structure to be 80m (L) x 50m (W) x 10m (H). The “structure” refers to the turbine hall which
houses indoor plant equipment and outdoor plant equipment which includes some major
plant items such as the heat exchanges, switchyard and air coolers. Whilst this assumption
was made from the conceptual design only, it was a fairly accurate resource because all
major plant items had been sized at this stage.
The average annual lightning ground flash density was determined from the Average Annual
Lightning Ground Flash Density Map – Australia published by the Australian Government,
Bureau of Meteorology (Appendix E). It was found to be 1 km-2yr-1, averaged over an 8 year
period from 1995-2002.
Australian Standard AS 1767-2008: Lightning Protection was used to classify and determine
the severity of risk due to lightning.
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9.1.3.
9.1.3.1.

Outcomes
Structure Attributes

The probability that a dangerous discharge will initiate fire is low because there is a low use
of combustible material in the power plant. The risk of dangerous discharge is also low
because the structure will be built with metal/metal clash cladding/reinforced concrete
panels.
All internal wiring will be continuously screened therefore significantly reducing the risk that
lightning will cause a dangerous discharge or overvoltage.
9.1.3.2.

Environment Attributes

The power plant is considered an isolated structure because there are no other surrounding
structures within a distance 3 times the height of the power plant. The distribution line is
considered rural and will typically have 1km spacing between distribution nodes.
9.1.3.3.

Conductive Electrical Service Lines

The distribution line will deliver power via screened overhead lines and will have
transformers installed at each end hence providing correction for overvoltages.
Any other conductive electrical service lines (such as for communications or data) to be
connected to the distribution line would be installed via the same physical route and
therefore would not be considered as separate services. There will be no underground
conductive electrical service lines connected to the distribution line via divergent routes.
9.1.3.4.

Loss Categories

L1 Loss of human life:
The power plant is considered to have a low level of panic in the event of lightning and
therefore no special hazards exist. There would be a relatively low number of potential
victims as a result of fire due to the few occupants required in the building during normal
operation. There is also a low risk of damage to people as a result of overvoltages again due
to the few occupants required in the building during normal operation.
L4 Loss of economic value:
There is a high fire damage factor and high overvoltage damage factor due to the high
monetary value of possible loss as a result of these events compared to the capital cost of
the power plant. The plant has a design life of 25 years therefore the acceptable risk of
economic loss has been assumed to be 1E-03 which is equivalent to 1 loss in 1000 years.
There has been no consideration made for damage to plant assets due to excessive step and
touch potentials.
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9.1.3.5.

Protection Measures

Automatic extinguishing systems will be installed throughout the power plant for fire
protection. For the purpose of this initial lightning risk assessment, it has been assumed that
no protection has been provided for direct strikes to the power plant and that surge
protection will be provided at the distribution line’s point of entry to the power plant only.
Therefore it is assumed that no equipment has been provided inside the plant.
9.1.3.6.

Risk Assessment

Figure 13: Risk assessment calculated via AS1767:2008

The calculated risk for the loss of human life is less than the risk considered acceptable
according to Australian Standards. (AS1768:2008 defines the tolerable risk per year of loss
of human life to be 1E-05 which is equivalent to 1 loss every 100 000 years).
The calculated risk for economic loss is also less than the acceptable risk assumed (as
described previously).
Due to the low risk of human and economic loss as a result of either direct or indirect
lightning strikes, further consideration to lightning protection is not required for structural
design but will be necessary once detailed electrical design of the plant begins.
Installation of surge protective devices on all equipment would reduce the calculated risk of
human and economic loss even further and is therefore recommended for consideration at
a later date.

9.1.4.

Extensions

Once detailed electrical design of the plant begins, then a lightning protection system will
need to be implemented also.
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9.2. Insulation Coordination Study
9.2.1.

Purpose

The purpose of an insulation coordination study is to determine a standard set of nominal
and withstand voltages for each voltage level of a system for which all electrical equipment
must be rated. This process includes assessing fault levels through a system and sizing surge
arrestors where appropriate in order to reduce overvoltages to meet standard insulation
levels.
The 50MW Power Plant consists of 4 major voltage levels for which insulation coordination
study was required:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

132kV for the distribution line to local industry
11kV for generation and distribution to drilling loads
3.3kV for major plant auxiliaries
400V for remaining plant auxiliaries

Unfortunately due to increased workload for the 1MW Power Plant the intern was not able
to complete this study at the time which this report was published and therefore is has not
yet been reviewed by PB. The intern will however continue work on the study over the next
coming weeks.

9.2.2.

Methodology

Having no reference to a previous coordination insulation study the intern’s first step was to
reference Australian Standards in order to develop a methodology for the study. Unhappy
with the level of detail provide by relevant Australian Standards (AS), the intern sought IEEE
and International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards for further information. The
intern compiled the following list of standard from which a methodology for her study could
be developed:





AS1824.1-1995 Insulation Coordination – Definitions, Principles and Rules
AS1824.2-1995 Insulation Coordination – Application Guide
IEEE 1313.1-1996 Insulation Coordination – Definitions, Principles and Rules
IEEE 1313.2-1999 Guide for the Application of Insulation Coordination
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The intern developed the following process steps which she employed for each voltage level
in order to determine the standard insulation level at the voltage.








Describe system at voltage level
Assess switching overvoltages
Assess temporary overvoltages
Assess lightning overvoltages
Assess transferred overvoltages
Size surge arrestor (if required)
Determine rated insulation level

9.2.3.

Outcomes

The intern is currently assessing the 132kV system. Results to date have been provided
below.
9.2.3.1.

Assess switching overvoltages

Switching overvoltages are not considered significant in overhead supply systems rated less
than 300kV (AS1824.2-1985, 2.6.2).
9.2.3.2.

Assess temporary overvoltages

Temporary overvoltages are power frequency overvoltages which typically occur over a
relatively long duration. Because different circumstance will cause different temporary
overvoltages, a representative overvoltage must be determined to categorize these.
The neutral of the 132kV line will be solidly grounded and provided with fault clearing
protection; it is therefore fair to assume that a ground fault will produce a temporary
overvoltage of 1.3pu and will generally be cleared in less than 1 second (IEEE Std 1313.21999, 3.1.2.1). This temporary overvoltage will have a peak value of 1.3pu and a shape as
demonstrated by the standard short duration power frequency overvoltage in Table 1,
AS1824.1-1995, where Tt = 60 s.
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9.2.3.3.

Assess lightning overvoltages

9.2.3.3.1.

Protection level

The distribution line will be susceptible to direct lightning strikes both near the power
station end of the line and remotely. Based on the assumption that a grounded neutral line
will run between the highest points of the distribution line, it will then protect at least 98%
of the structure from a direct lightning strike and therefore has a protection level of PL I (AS
1748-2007, 4.2).
9.2.3.3.2.

Protection zone

To determine the zone surrounding the distribution line which requires lightning protection
the rolling sphere method had been employed with a radius of 20m, which has been
determined by the protection level (AS 1748-2007, 4.4.2).
The distribution line under consideration would take a 91.294 km long route via roads or
63.36 km route via a direct path to the load (Atkins 2008, 2.1). Greater incidents of lightning
to ground flashes will occur over a greater region, therefore the longer distance of 91.294
km has been assumed for this study. Typical distribution line tower configuration is
demonstrated via Figure 14 below (Atkins 2008, 2.2). From this figure, a total tower height
of 22.5m and distance from shield line to highest phase line of 2.5m has been assumed.

Figure 14: Tower arrangement diagrams: single circuit and double circuit (Source: Atkins, 2008)
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The fixed-angle method as outlined by IEEE Std 998-1996, B.2.1, has been used to determine
the lightning protection zone surrounding the distribution line with a shielding angle of 45º.
From the method the following variables are required:
B = 22.5m (height of tower)
A = 20m (height of phase lines)
α = 45º (angle between top of tower and phase lines)
X = (B-A) tan α = (22.5 – 20) tan 45 = 2.5m (coverage; horizontal distance protected)
Therefore total coverage = 2 * 2.5 = 5m
The total coverage is greater than the width of the phase lines so will provide adequate
protection. The total protection zone is therefore 5m * 91.294 km = 0.456 km 2.
9.2.3.3.3.

Surge impedance

The assumed electrical parameters for the distribution line have been taken as the
Configuration Option 3 from the Supply to Moomba Study (Atkins 2008, 4.3) and are as
follows:
Positive sequence resistance (per circuit)

r = 0.1390 Ohm/km

Positive sequence reactance (per circuit)

z = 0.3331 Ohm/km

Positive sequence charging admittance (per circuit)

y = 3.297 μS/km

For simplicity, consider a lossless line where line resistance is negligible. The following
calculations can then be used to determine the surge impedance of the line (Glover et al
2008, 5.4):

Z surge 

z
0.3331*10 3

 317.85
y
3.297 *10 6 *10 3
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9.2.3.3.4.

LPS performance criterion

The average annual lightning ground flash density in the Innamincka region is 1 km-2yr-1 ±
30% (averaged over an 8 year period from 1995-2002, Australian Government, Bureau of
Meteorology 2008). Taking the worst case scenario of 1.3 km-2yr-1, we would expect 1.3 *
0.456 = 0.6 strikes on the protection zone per year.
The power plant has a design life of 25 years. Maximum possible protection of the line
would be designed to prevent damage for 99% of lightning strikes. This would not be
feasible because it would require an LPS rated for more than 41 000 kV to be installed. A
typical transmission line LPS design criterion is to prevent more than 0.5 outages due to
lightning strikes per year per 161km (Glover 2008, 12.7). This implies that for a 91.294 km
line, the LPS shall be designed to prevent no more than 0.3 outages per year due to lightning
strikes. Therefore the LPS should be designed for to protect the line from 20% of potential
lightning strikes. This number has been rounded up to 25% however to meet the standard
characteristics of lightning strikes as described by Appendix B, AS1768-2007.
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Consider the standard voltage shape due to lightning impulse as seen in Table 1, AS1824.11995, where T1 = 1.2µs and T2 = 50µs. An estimate of the overvoltage on the distribution line
can be derived using a simplified lumped circuit approach (AS1768-2007, D3). Such a
simplified approach is valid method for estimating system response to lightning strokes
(AS1768-2007, D3).
The total inductance of the system is given by
L  L1

H
n

Where by
L1 = the inductance of the conductor per km =

Z line 0.331

 1.05mH / km
2f 2 50

H = average length of the conductor from point of lightning strike to earth (assumed to be
half the tower span length) = 0.150km
n = the average number of conductor paths from a point of lightning strike = 2
L  L1

H
0.150
 1.05 *10 3
 79.02H
n
2

Then the voltage at the point of lightning strike with respect to earth can be calculated by
v(t )  i(t ) R  L

di(t )
dt

Again making the assumption of a lossless line whereby resistance is neglected and taking a
the current slope which would not be exceeded for 25% of strikes, the voltage at this point
is
v(t )  i(t ) R  L

di(t )
15 *103
 79.02 *10 6
 1185kV
dt
10 6

This overvoltage can be converted to per unit via standard convention for insulation
coordination (Glover 2008, 12.8).

Vbase 

2Vnomin al

3

Vimpulse_ pu 

Vimpulse
Vbase



2 * 132kV
 107.8kV
3
1185
 11 pu
107.8
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This overvoltage due to lightning dramatically exceeds standard lightning impulse withstand
voltages which range from 450-650kV for a system which has a highest voltage for
equipment of 145kV therefore surge arrestor(s) will be required.
9.2.3.3.5.

Surge arrestor

Transmission line insulation is self restoring, this implies that if it is subject to an overvoltage
which exceeds BIL, the line will typically recover once the line protection has cleared the
overvoltage and is re-energised. Transformer insulation however is not self restoring and
therefore must be protected against overvoltages which exceed its BIL. To overcome this
problem without increasing the BIL, a surge arrestor has be selected for installation on the
132kV terminals of the generator step up transformer to protect the transformer at the
entry of the power plant from impulse overvoltages transmitted from the transmission line.
For a grounded system, the main considerations when selecting a surge arrester are MOV
and temporary overvoltage (TOV). When these have been satisfied, the surge arrester with
the lowest suitable rating should be selected. Standard ratings have been taken from
Cooper Power Systems VariSTAR Type AZE Surge Arresters as they provide typical values for
surge arresters as recommend by Glover, 2008. The following conditions were satisfied and
a 192kV arrester was selected:
i)

The temporary overvoltage calculated in 9.2.3.2 demonstrated that the worst
case TOV was 1.3pu times the MCOV and will generally be cleared within 1
second. This value is well within the capabilities of the surge arrester as
demonstrated by Figure 15.

ii)

The line-to-ground MCOV of the line is 145kV/ 3 = 83.7kVrms (L-G). From Figure 16
a surge arrester with MCOV of 84Vrms is the most suitable. This device has an
arrester rating of 108kVrms.

Figure 15: Cooper Power Systems VariSTAR Type AZE Surge Arresters (Source: Cooper Power Systems)
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Figure 16: Cooper Power Systems VariSTAR Type AZE Surge Arresters (Source: Cooper Power Systems)
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9.2.3.3.6.

Standard Insulation Level

Safety and correction are to be applied and standard insulation level determined.

9.2.4.

Extensions

The interns progress on the insulation coordination study was abruptly interrupted higher
priority issues arising in the 1MW project. The intern plans to resume this study in the next
few weeks.
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10. Reflection
During her placement, the intern’s work required the following technical and process
competencies and they are therefore the engineering competencies that she most identified
with.
Engineering practice – problem solving is a dominant part of engineering practice and this
has been demonstrated by the intern as she has been presented with problems to solve
throughout project management and engineering support tasks.
Engineering planning and design – Essentially the whole purpose of the intern’s role for the
1MW and 50MW projects is engineering planning and design. This has been achieved from
supervisory/owner’s representative role such as the review of the electrical services
specification and from a technical design role such as the earth grid design.
Engineering project management – The intern directly practiced engineering project
management for the generator refurbishment, generator control panel and distributed
control system projects.
Self management in the engineering workplace – Both the 1MW and 50MW projects
adhered to firm completion dates. In meeting these deadlines and managing associated
projects the intern has demonstrated self management in the engineering workplace.
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11. Future Work
The 1MW Power Plant is currently under construction. The intern will continue to work at
GDY for the remainder of the year and is currently preparing for installation of remaining
items of plant and for commission. In addition to this, the inter continues to contribute to
the development of internal processes such as the asset management plan and
maintenance procedures.

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
Figure 17: Conceptual layout of the 50MW Power Plant (Source: Geodynamics Limited)

Whilst design of the 50MW is well underway, the intern plans to complete the insulation
coordination study and become more involved in other design aspect over the next coming
weeks.
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Appendix A: Scope of works for generator
refurbishment
The tasks listed in the final scope of works prepared by the intern are provided by Table 4
below. From this list of task, the intern was able to track progress and outcomes of items
listed for quality assurance and scheduling purposes.
Table 4: Scope of works for generator refurbishment prepared by the intern

Tasks
Disassemble rotor
Clean and dry stator and rotor
Stator end winding - inspect and remove excess deposits of dust and grease. Use lint free
cloth and wipe with inhibited III Trichloroethane ie. ICI genklene or equivalent, if dirt is
stubborn. CAUTION: avoid washing contaminents further into the windings

Photograph and record any visual evidence of damage

Conduct static electrical tests- stator
Insulation resistance - manual specifies 1kV megger for machines > 3.5kV, 50MΩ is
satifactory at commissioning (if this value cannont be acheived the machine may still be
considered satisfactory down to half these values provided the polarization index is greater
than 2)
Polarization index
DC ionisation curve
Tan delta
Winding resistance
Core ring flux test
Conduct static electrical tests- rotor
Insulation resistance - manual specifies 10MΩ is satifactory at commissioning (if this value
cannont be acheived the machine may still be considered satisfactory down to half these
values provided that the polarization index is greater than 2)
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Winding resistance
AC impedance
Conduct static electrical tests - exciter
Insulation resistance - manual specifies 10MΩ is satifactory at commissioning (if this value
cannont be achieved the machine may still be considered satisfactory down to half these
values provided that the polarization index is greater than 2)

Surge comparison test
Conduct static electrical tests - other
Protection - check electrical protective devices to suppliers specifications/manual settings
RTDs - check calibration and operation
Test diodes and overhaul diode rig
Rectifier assembly - remove dirt adhering to rectifier unit parts
Exciter - remove any accumulated dust from the rotating rectifiers & the main exciter. Check
electrical connections are secure.
Check resistance of diode in both directions - approx. Resistance given in manual
Check fuses
Conduct mechanical checks
Oil pipes and flanges - Inspect for leaks: special attention must be given to joints which are
hidden ie. Within the bedplate
Door hinges, locks and catches - apply drops of oil to ensure proper operation (use dry
graphite lubricant on cylinder locks)
Protection - check mechanical protective devices to suppliers specifications/manual settings
Air inlet seals - check seals and ensure that no oil is penetrating into machine enclosure
Clean and check tightness of all electrical joints
Windings and ventilation passages - Blow dirt out, remove grease and other foreign matter,
use genklene is dirt is stubborn
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Radial ducts in stator core - to check if clean, place a lamp between the stator frame and
core with the rotor removed. It should then be possible to look down the radial ducts in the
stator and see the silhouette of the stator coils where they cross the radial ducts and to see
the I section spacers.

Inspect and measure bearings
Main bearings - bearing check: remove brushes. Examine for pressure concentration, scoring
and drag marks. Damage areas may be carefully scraped, taking care not to destroy bearing
profile.
Main bearings - check bearing top clearance at each end of the bush by means of lead strips.
Check bearing side clearances with feeler gauges.
Bearing float ring seal - check diametrical clearance
Bearing oil seals - check bearing oil seals are not leaking
Oil ring - inspect prior to commissioning adn on a regular basis during service to ensure that
they are rotating freely and picking up plenty of oil when the shaft is revolving. A broken oil
ring must be replaced immediately it is noticed with an identical ring.

Remove heater circuit
Test current transformers
Test surge arrestors
Test RTDs
Test and callibrate proximity probes
Remove, rust treat and prime surfaces
Paint stator and rotor with antifungal paint
Balance rotor to ISO G 2.5
Assemble alternator
Paint alternator
Manufacture and fit shaft locking device
Prepare for dispatch
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Appendix B: Diesel Generator Technical
Specifications
Technical specifications of the existing diesel generator which is currently servicing the
closed loop system at Habenero 1 has been provided by Table 5.

Table 5: Stamford 825kVA diesel generator currently installed at Habenero 1 (Source: Cummins Generator
Technologies/Geodynamics Limited)
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Appendix C: Generator Control Panel
Specification
An extraction from the generator control panel specification has been provided below (this
is a GDY internal document):
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Appendix D: STG Instrumentation List
Below is the list of instruments on the STG which has been developed by the intern from a
variety of resources including turbine and generator manual documentation, P&ID’s and
visual inspections.

Ref

Service

Location

DPI111

Lube oil

Local
gaugeboard Indication

DPI112

Lube oil

DPS115 Oil
DPS116 Oil
DPS117 Oil
LSL401

LTS404

Oil

Stop
valve

Local
gaugeboard
Local
gaugeboard
Local
gaugeboard
Local
gaugeboard
Oil sump
level

Local no.1
stop valve

Local no.1
stop valve

Function

Indication
Oil pump
control
High
alarm
High
alarm
Low
alarm

Qty Instrument
Differential
pressure
1
indicator
Differential
pressure
1
indicator

Identified Condition

1

Pressure switch

Yes

1

Pressure switch

Yes

1

Pressure switch
Liquid level
switch

Yes

1

Ready to
sync

LTS405

Stop
valve

PI106

Steam
Pressure

PI107

Steam
Pressure

PI108

Steam
Pressure

PI109

Steam
Pressure

Local
Gauge
board
Local
Gauge
board
Local
Gauge
board
Local
Gauge
board

PI110

Steam

Local
gaugeboard Indication

1 Limit switch

Ready to
sync

Indication

Indication

Indication

1 Limit switch

Yes

Yokogawa to
test and fix

Yes

Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix

Yes

Turbine
overhaul
contractor to
test

Yes

Turbine
overhaul
contractor to
test

1

Pressure
indicator

1

Pressure
indicator

Yes
No2
Throttle
valve
pressure
Wheel
Case
pressure

1

Pressure
indicator

S.E Gland
Pressure

Yokogawa to
test and fix

Pressure
indicator

E.E Gland
Pressure

Yokogawa to
test and fix

Pressure
indicator

No

Yokogawa to
replace

Indication

1

Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
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PT113

Lube oil
Control
oil
Inlet
steam

Turbine
Local
Trip
gaugeboard Alarm
Local
gaugeboard Indication
Local
Indication
gaugeboard alarm/trip
Local
Indication
gaugeboard alarm/trip
Local
gaugeboard Indication
Local
Governor
gaugeboard control

PI105

Steam
Pressure

Local
Gauge
board

PS118
PT101
PT102
PT103
PT104

Oil
Steam
inlet
Exhaust
steam

Indication

1 Pressure switch
Steam pressure
1 transmitter
Steam pressure
1 transmitter
Liquid pressure
1 transmitter
Liquid pressure
1 transmitter
Steam pressure
1 transmitter

1

Pressure
indicator

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No1
Throttle
valve
pressure

Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix
Yokogawa to
test and fix

Yokogawa to
test and fix

Table 6: Miscellaneous STG instrumentation
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Ref

Service Location

Function

Lube
FG409 oil

Gearbox feed

Lube
FG410 oil

S.E. Pedestel feed

Lube
FG411 oil

Exhaust end bearing
drain

Lube
FG412 oil

Alternator bearing
drain drive end

Lube
FG413 oil

Alternator bearing
drain non drive end

Qty Identified Condition
1 of 3 of
same
type is
Indication 1
missing
Working OK
OK Viewing
Windows
Indication 1
Yes
only
OK Viewing
Windows
Indication 1
Yes
only
1 of 3 of
One of the
same
2 are
type is
missing.
Indication 1
missing
ASE don't
1 of 3 of
know which
same
one and
type is
can't work
Indication 1
missing
it out.

Table 7: STG flow gauges

Ref

Service

Location

Function

Turbine Steam end
ADP309 shaft
pedestel
Turbine pinion
VP301X Bearing shaft drive end
Turbine pinion
VP301Y Bearing shaft drive end
Turbine pinion
shaft non drive
VP302X Bearing end
Turbine pinion
shaft non drive
VP302Y Bearing end
Gearbox pinion
VP303X Bearing shaft drive end
Gearbox pinion
VP303Y Bearing shaft drive end
Gearbox pinion
shaft non drive
VP304X Bearing end
Gearbox pinion
shaft non drive
VP304Y Bearing end
Gearbox
VP305X Bearing gearwheel shaft

Qty Instrument
BN axial
displacement
Alarm/trip
1 probe
High
BN proximity
alarm/trip
1 probe
High
BN proximity
alarm/trip
1 probe
High
alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

High
alarm/trip
High
alarm/trip
High
alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe
BN proximity
1 probe
BN proximity
1 probe

High
alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

High
alarm/trip
High
alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe
BN proximity
1 probe

Identified Condition

Yes

Yes

OK
To be
replaced
To be
calibrated

Yes

To be
replaced

Yes

Yes

To be
calibrated
To be
calibrated
To be
replaced

Yes

To be
replaced

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

To be
replaced
To be
calibrated
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VP305Y

Bearing

VP306X

Bearing

VP306Y

Bearing

drive end
Gearbox
gearwheel shaft
bearing DE
Gearbox
gearwheel shaft
bearing NDE
Gearbox
gearwheel shaft
bearing NDE

VP307X

Bearing

Generator bearing
drive end

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

VP307Y

Bearing

Generator bearing
drive end

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

Not yet
tested

VP308X

Bearing

Generator bearing
non drive end

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

Not yet
tested

Bearing

Generator bearing
non drive end

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

Not yet
tested

VP308Y

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

To be
replaced

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

To be
replaced

Alarm/trip

BN proximity
1 probe

Yes

To be
calibrated

Yes

Not yet
tested

Table 8: STG vibration instrumentation

Ref

Service

TE201 Steam
TE202 Steam
TE203 Lube oil

TE204 Bearing

TE205 Bearing

TE206 Bearing

TE207 Bearing

TE208 Bearing
TE209 Bearing

Location
Inlet
steam
valve
number 1
Local pipe
work
Local pipe
work
Turbine
Thrust
Bearing
Turbine
Thrust
Bearing
Turbine
Pinion
Bearing
Turbine
Pinion
Bearing EE
Gearbox
Pinion
Bearing DE
Gearbox
Pinion

Function

Qty Instrument Identified Condition

Indication

1 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication
Indication
alarm/trip

1 RTD

Yes

To be tested

1 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication,
Alarm

3 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication,
Alarm

3 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication,
Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested
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TE210 Bearing

TE211 Bearing
Generator
TE212 Bearing
Generator
TE213 Bearing

TE214 Generator

TE215 Generator

TE216 Generator

TE217 Generator

TE218 Generator

TE219 Generator
TI220

Lube oil

Bearing ND-E
Gearbox
Gearwheel
Bearing DE
Gearbox
Gearwheel
Bearing ND-E
Generator
Bearing
Generator
Bearing
Generator
Cooling
Air Inlet
Generator
Cooling
Air Outlet
Generator
Exciter
Cooler
Outlet
Stator
Winding
(U)
Stator
Winding
(V)
Stator
Winding
(W)
Local
pipework

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

To be tested

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

OK

Indication/Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

OK

Indication

1 RTD

No

To be
replaced

Indication/Alarm

1 RTD

Yes

OK

Indication/Alarm

1 RTD

Yes

OK

High Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

OK

High Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

OK

High Alarm

2 RTD

Yes

OK
To be
replaced

Indication

1

Unknown

No

Table 9: STG temperature instrumentation
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Appendix E: Average annual lightning
ground flash density map - Australia
This has been sourced from the Australian Government Bureau of Meteorology.

Figure 18: http://www.bom.gov.au/cgi-bin/climate/cgi_bin_scripts/thunder-light.cgi
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Appendix F: STG P&IDs
The following P&IDs have been sourced from the turbine and generator manuals.
Please see attached document: Appendix F – STG P&IDs
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Appendix G: IO List
The following tables consist of the DI, DO, AI and AO for the DCS and have been prepared by
the intern.
Please see attached document: Appendix G – IO List
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Appendix H: Generator Opening Report
The Generator Opening Report prepared by Dowding and Mills has been provided over the
proceeding pages (this is a GDY internal document). All electrical tests documented in the
report were witnessed by the intern.
Please see attached document: Appendix H – Generator Opening Report
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Appendix I: STG Vibration Protection
Equipment
Manufacturer’s product data for the Allan Bradley modules used in the STG vibration
protection system have been provided over the proceeding pages. These have been sourced
from the Allan Bradley website http://www.ab.com.

Please see attached documents: Appendix I - STG Vibration Protection Equipement XM161,
Appendix I - STG Vibration Protection Equipement – XM320, Appendix I - STG Vibration Protection
Equipement – XM440 and Appendix I - STG Vibration Protection Equipement – XM500.
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Appendix J: Single Line Diagram
Below is a preliminary issue of the 1MW Power Plant Single Line Diagram (this is a GDY
internal document).
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